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Maintenance of f=ountain
Due FC?r Completion Soon

N EW

c.pMEXICO

tion was that the foundation was
leaking,'' said Williams.
Maintenance men have resealed the fountain, but they are
waiting to see if the leakage was
the cause of the moisture.
When work was begun, suspicions were raised by some students that the fountain might be
taken out because it has been
used during past Fiestas as a
dunking pond for students not
suitably attired for the occasion,

It will be another two or three
weeks before the fountain on the
mall is again spouting water.
Floyd B. Williams, a department manager at the physical
plant, said that work is being done
on the fountain because maintenance men found moisture around
the foundation.
It was originally opened up because one side of the· concrete
was sinking.
"When we found moisture around the concrete, our first reac-
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·BLOW.. UP;

· VoneSSQ Redgrove
•

A suspected leak in the wall fountain has resulted in a large excavation around the base for examination purposes.

Stiii.Water

Calling U
Thursday, Feb. 20
A WS fashion show; 7 :30 p.m.i Union
Ballroom.
Women"~',s Rights Forum; Kiva.
La &ciete du Cinema, "Rules of the
Game/' Union Theater, 8 p.m.
SDS & NSA sponsoring Theodore Edwards, Marxist Economist,. 7:30 p.m.. in
the Union rm. 129 on "Crisis in American

Society.~'

Friday, Feb. 21
Volunteer Student tutors, bilingua]; 7:30
p.m.; Newman Center..
Math dePartment films; 3:15 p.m.; Mitchell Hall 202.
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WANT ADS

''

EMPLOYMENT
WORK for tl:>c University of New Xexieo
Student Pablic&tiona business •tall. OPportnnity includ"' copywriting, advertising make-up, and sales.. Hours easily ad..
justed to fit stuwcs schedule. Comm;,ions
available. Check with tl:>e bWiinC88 sta1l,
Journalism Bldg., Room 159 or WI 271-4002.
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Announcements by
tlle UNM commun;ty will be accepted
at The Lobo office.
A 24-hour deadline
is m effect.

,.Man About Campus• interview witb
Robert Sn;eder, KUNM; on KUNM at
2:20 p.m. and 9:-40 p.m.
Dance: Union Ballroom; 8-11 p ..m.: Big
Bertha is playing; admission 76 cets.
Movie. fiPersona; .. Union Theater; 7 and
10 p.m ..; admission 50 cents.
Snturday, Feb 22
Kappa Alpha Theta Foundcn; Day lunchcon: noon: Albuquerque Sunport Sunroom..
UNM Chamber Orchestra per!brmiUlce;
8:15 p.m.; Fine Arts Recital Hall.
Faculty Women's Club bridge benefit
for needy st11dents; Union Ballroom; 1:30

p.m.

Chllili Ccmmunity Center bencfit dance;
Newman Center; 8 p.m.
Movie_ ~•nJow..Up;•• Union Theater: 7
and 10 pm.; admission 50 cents.
Sunday, Feb. 23
UNM NROTC Clippers; spring 111Bh
party from 2-f. p.m..; all intcrcst.t'd women
undergraduates at UNM are invited to

attend.

FOR SALE
1959 PORCHE 16008; coup; AM-FM; radiala; rebttilt engine; clean; '1150 or offer;
255-4256 after 8 p.m.
_
LOST&FOUND
LOST-set of keys on a Harrah's Tahoe
Chain. Call 243-1060.
:MISCELLANEOUS
RIDE NEEDED-from & to Santa Fe. At
UNM 9:00-4:30 MWF. Call 98~2616
or X,Waroeddin, Geology Dex>nrtment.
PERSONALS
NEEDED: 3 girls to share house, near
UNM. Call 265-4986.
ARTISTS AND WRITERS. THUNDERBIRD needs your work.. Deodline Feb. 28.
Bring to rm 158, J onrnalism Bldg.
SERVICES
INEXPENSIVE - but TOP QUALITY
TYPING by maternalizcd Executive
Secretary. Camptll! Delivery possible.
265-6129.

FOR RENT
NEED ROOMATES: Free furnished room.
321 Wyoming SE. Call 268-3393 after
5:30 p.m.

Movie, uDlow-Up;•• Union Theater; 6
and 9 p ..m...; admission 50 cents~
Monday, Feb. 24
·~Man About Campus interview with
Paola Fielding, Town Club; on K.UNM at
2 :20 p.m. and 9 :40 p.m.
• Broadway play ul'he Apple Treen; PopeJoY Ha!J; 8:15 p.m.
Flaec.m.ent interviCW!l, Pomona., Calif.,
1mi6ed l!ebool W.trict; Placement Center.
Tn~, Feb. 25
Marine Corps officer trn.ining interviews;
time .arranged; ROTC builwng.
UNM NROTC Clippers spring rush
puty from 3 :30-4 :30 p.m.; all interested
women undegraduates at UNM are invited
to atlend.
Violin and harpsic:bord concert by Sonya
Monosoff and James Weaver in the UNM
Recital Hall; 8:15.
Broadway Play. •'"The Apple Treeu;.
l"!>P<i.ioY HaiJ: 8:15p.m.
·Teacher Education acrc<:Ding: Placement
Ccntcr; G:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Feb. 26
••JI.an About. Campus' interview wiUt
Coleman Travei.tcad, Circle K; on KUNM
at 2:20 p.m. and 9:(0 p.m.
Plaeement interviews, Santa Maria,
Cslif.., Joint Union hlgh oebool district;
Placement Center.
Fridoy, Feb. 28
"Man About Campu' interview with
Robert Young, Studmt Bar Association;
on KUNM at 2:20 p.m. and 9:40 p.m.
Satnrday, March 1
Teacher education screening; 12:30 p ..m~;
Kiva.
Teacher education screening; Placement
Center; G:30 p.m.
Sunday, March 2
Annual Recital by Joanna de K = and
George Robert; cello and piano; 8:15 p.m.;
Fine Arb Recital HalL

iNNS
Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN
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CMcDonald's Corp. 1968

LOMAS AT SAN PEDRO -MENAUl AT SAN PEDRO
5324 4TH ST. N.W.

is YQMr
- kind ot p1ace:..

Fried Chicken Special
~..P.Bwerv.

Wed. & Thur• .9 A.M. to 12 P.M.

Invited
To-A

Demonstration Meeting
of the
Dale Carnegie Course

· No Cost or Obligation

We'll Have Your Order
. Ready-Call 242-7340
.

Don't forget
. Every Sat> & Sun. Hamburgers 15¢ ·or 10 for ·$1.25
I

i

Demonstration
* How to develop•. More Poise and
Self-Confidence
* How to Get Along Better with
People
* How to Speak Effectively to
Individuals and_ Groups.

Golden Brown french Fries & Toast

2400 Central SE Across From Campus

A motion that Residence Hall
Council (RHC) "publicly deplore"
the situation under which Student
Senate approved the establishment of Malcolm X Dc.y was defeated at a RHC meeting last
night by a 13-10 vote.
Larry Schuster, council member, said that he was dismayed
at the manner in which a Malcolm X commemoration day had
been passed at a Senate meeting
Wednesday night. Schuster said
that he was not attempting to
censor Senate, but he felt that
some senators may have been intimidated by the presence of members of Students for a Democratic
Society (SDS) and the Black
Student· Union (BSU) at the
meeting.
Leonard Delayo, a senator present at the RHO meeting, said that

DALE CARNEGIE • FOUNDER®

Both Men and Women Invited

Eat in our lqrge dining room or take it home

Marxist economist Theodore Edwards spoke in the Union last night
to eight persons Oil/ what he believes is the American crisis.

Malcolm X Memorial Day
Subject of Council Meeting

2- Pieces of Crisp Plump Chicken

ONLY49c

Eelwards

You
Are

* An Amazing Memory

COUNTRY BARN

....

BIG MAC IS HERE!

McDonald'$..

TONIGHT
1:21 P.M.

New Mexico Savings and Loan
1420 Carlisle N.E.
For additional information Phone 268-4961_. or 296-5325
The Dale Carnegie Course is presented in New Mexico
by A. Lee Straughan & Associates

No. 83

Student Coui-t:
Enjoins Funds;
Inquiry Imminent:

·Mi~h~langelo Antoniorn ~~-
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he was against the proposal beA second motion was immedicause no RHC member "could ately made by Schuster "that in
judge whether Ol' not any senato:>:s no way should it be construed
were intimidated."
that the pl·eceding ~6-8 vot-e RHC
The SDS's announcement that either supports or condemns the
it planned to burn and kill a dog action contemplated by SDS."
with napalm on Feb. 27 was dis- ·This motion passed the council
cussed. One council member asked unanimously.
that RHC make a statement deIn other business, RHC passed
ploring this anticipated action . a resolution stating that it was
Disagreement on this request cen- against the revocation of "youth
tered on whether or not RHC fares" for airline tickets.
should involve itself in "political"
Plans for Residence Hall Assomatters and if such an announce- ciation (RHA) Week were briefment could in any way benefit ly discussed by David Turnbull,
RHO.
head of the RHA Week commit
Counselors also mentioned that tee. RHA Week, April 14-21, is
such a statement would only bring sponsored by RHC but is open to·
an SDS retort asking, "Why any UNM student. Some of the
didn't RHC come out against the IIUlny events planned for the week
use of napalm in Viet Nam ?" ·
include casino night, a formal
The motion that "RHO state dance at the Hilton Hotel, a
that it deplores the expected dog swimming party, picnic, and a
burning" was defeated 15-8 ••
steak fry.

By SARAH LAIDLAW
The Student Court has issued a
temporary order preventing the
Union Business Office from cashing checks written by Jack Pickel,
Fiesta chairman, or any member
of the Fiesta committee.
The temporary enjoining order
states, "In view of the fact that
money wm; withdrawn when no
expenditure had been made, and
that two textbooks were purchased by the Committee, Jack
Pickel or any other member of
the committee has no authority
to purchase or expend money until a full investigation has occurred."
Leonard Delayo, finance committee chairman, said the action
is being taken because of "apparent mismanagement of funds"
by the Fiesta Committee.
The amount of money already
spent by the committee has led
DeLayo to ask for an investigation of Fiesta Committee. He said
he is also asking for the investigation because the Fiesta Committee is opposing Senate Bill No.
9.
The bill would allow the Popular Entertainment Committee to
hire entertainment for both Home
coming 1969 and Fiesta.
The bill was vetoed ty ASUNM
President Jim Dines, but the Senate over-ruled the veto Wednesday night. DeLayo said Dines
vetoed the bill because Pickel had
not had a chance to speak for the
a p p a r en t mismanagement of
funds by Fiesta Committee,
DeLayo said that the committee charged several things on
Pickel's BankAmericard, then
petitioned Associated Students
petty cash for the money.
The bills charged by the committee included:
• $8.84 for a plant, charged in
January.
• $10 charged at the ASUNM

bookstore. DeLayo said the bookstore code shows that $6 was for
a new book, but he did not know
the title of the book. The purchases were made in January.
• $6.95 to the Plaza bookstore.
DeLayo said that the name of the
book charged was marked on the
receipt, but it was scratched out
'before the receipt was turned in
to the Union Business Office.
• $98.41 charged to the ASUNM
to cover expenses for decorating
showcases in the Union. They
were charged near the beginning
of January, said Joe Alarid, Fi- ~
nance Committee member.
• $6 for a parking ticket which
Pickel said he received while on
Fiesta Committee business.
o $18 for dinner for Pickel and
several other Feista Committee
membera.
• $50 withdrawal for insurance for the Fiesta rodeo. Alarid
said the insurance is no longer
required by the Business Office.
DeLayo also said that Pickel
withdrew a total of $75 from
Fiesta funds over a three-month
period, in $25 lots. Alarid said
that one signature is required for
withdrawals of $26 or less, but
more than one signature is needed to make withdrawals ot more
than $25. Pickel was the only one
who signed the withdrawal slips,
said Alarid.
DeLayo said that Pickel withdrew a total of $104 from Fiesta
funds, but turned in receipts totaling $73. Pickel said at the Senate
meeting Wednesday that he lost
the other receipts.
The Fiesta Committee had been
given a budget of $3000 for the
1968-69 Fiesta. Pickel said at the
Senate meeting Wednesday that
he never received a copy of the
budget. Alarid said the "budget
has been out since last May, for
anyone to see."

Edwards Talks of American Crisis

Trotskyite Speaks at Union
By STEVE HALLAM
Ted Edwards, a member of the
Socialist Worker's Party, spoke
last night to a gathering of eight
people on the crisis· facing America.
He said that human society originated for the purpose of survival. Today, he s~id, we face
this problem of su~vival and under the present il)stitutions of
capitalism, "human~ life will become impossible." One of the
more obvious produCts of capitalism is pollution, he said.
Edwards said that under the
capitalist system, the only alternatives open to us are to "die
quickly by nuclear warfare or
slowly because of pollution." Because of that, he suid, the capitalist institutions must come to
an end.
Capitalist Residue
He pointed out that in the more
industrial centers such as Los
Angeles, capitalist residue is
more evident than in Albuquerque, He cited such examples of
residue as the oil slick off the
'coast of Santa Barbara, mud
slides because of rains in Cali-

fornia, air pollution, the flu epidemic, and war.
"Even if war ends and the oil
slicks break up, monopolies and
the government under the capitalist system would still make the
natural environment unfit to Jive
in." This is the condition that
we live in today, he said.
Edwards said that the "U.S.
capitalist system is the most
spoiled and pampered of the
world" so that there is virtually
a free field of exploitation. The
wealth of the U.S., he said, is
created at the expense of poverty
and waste throughout the world.
He then made a comparison between Roman society and the society of the U.S.
Revolution Basis
He said that this is "the basic
reason for ·a revolution.'' The opposera of the revolution, he said,
are the profit makers who have
little interest in the residue of the
institutions. "They defend their
institutions with billy clubs," he
said.
He said that capitalism has "a
built in crisis" in that its institutions work against themselves. He
cited the example of the automobile industry in compounding the
transportation problem.

In addition, he said that the disregard of the population, especially the worker, provides a setting
for a "revolution to force a
change."
He emphasized that the worker in any capitalist society holds
the power of change in that the
profits made come from their
work. It is through their reluctance to support the system that
change will come.
In speaking of the student
movement, Edwards said that
there is a "natural tie" between
the student and the worker. He
said that the student is able to
realize the problems of our society and the workers are able to
experience them "There are higher goals than taking over buildings, however," he said, ''because
an administration building has
little to do with the power of a
capitalist system." The economic
structure holds the most power,
he said.
Students' Strikes
Workers identify with the students' strikes in the force that is
brought against them because
"the workers know that the same
thing can happen to them," he
said.

Fashion Show

This dress, ideal for school or
dates, was modelled last night in
the Union Ballroom at an A WS
sponsored fashion show.
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Box 20, University P.0. 1 UNM1 Albuquerque 1 N.M, 1 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-41021 277-4202

The New Mexico Lobo is published
daily every regular week of the University year by the Board of Student Publications of the Associated Student. of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant. with second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106. Subscription rate is $5
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
page• of The Lobo are those of tne
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial baard of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the A5.5ociated Students or of the Uniersity of New Mexico.
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Beeent Events

Calling U
Friday, Feb. 21

i

Volunteer Student tutors, bilingual: 7:30
p,m.j Newman Center.

Math department films; 3:15 p.m.; Mit-

chell Hall 202.
"Man About Campus" interview with
Robert Snieder, KUNM; on KUNM at
.2 :20 p.m. and D:40 p.m.
Dance: Unio'n Ballroom; B-11 p.m.; Big
Bertha is playing; admission 76 cets.
Movie, "Persona;" Union Theater; 7 and
10 p.m.; admission 50 cents.
Saturday, Feb 22
UNM School of Medicine's lectures on
bone disease, hormones, diabetes, and heart
disease; 8:80 a.m.; second floor lecture hall
of Basic Medical Sciencea Building, 916
Stanford NE.
Kappa Alpha Theta Founders Day lunchcon: noon: Albuquerque Sunport Sunroom.
UNM Chamber Orchestra performance;
8:15p.m.: Fine Arts Recital Hall.
Faculty Women's Club bridge benefit
for needy students; Union Ba11roomj 1;30
p.m.
Chilili Community Center benefit dance;
Newman Center; 8 p.m.
Movie, -'Blow..Up;" Union Theater; 7
and 10 p.m.; admission GO cents.
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cians most likely to succeed at having a
disruptive student take-over has n6 antisit-in policy carefully worked up in anticipation of the next SDS meeting, and has
yet to suffer for this so-called lack of preparation.
Someone's got a sick little fantasy going
about New Mexico's students and colleges
-or else someone thinks schools should
become so unresponsive to students as to
give cause for demonstrations.
It's not fashionable, of course, to admit
to being perplexed by politicians, but we
cannot help the observation that the worth
of the legislature's current line of endeavor
escapes us. What has not escaped us, however, is the amount of time and energy
devoted to this line of suppression and
deterrence.
Far more fruitful, we believe, would be
attempts to remedy the causes of student
unrest-this might best be done by a demonstration by the legislature that they,
too, are concerned about the social problems of minorities and the pervasive effects of institutional racism.
(The University doesn't discriminate
racially, they say, only on a basis of education. But since education offered differs
drastically from Watts to Scarsdale to
Tierra Amarilla, it should be obvious that
the socio-economic structure of society
does the discriminating on a racial basis
for the University. Meanwhile, of course,
the University continues to deny admission to those "unqualified," perpetuating
the racism of society).
But there is some reason to suspect that
things are improving, despite legislators'
continuing predilection to view student disorders as a contagious disease that spreads
in epidemics like the Hong Kong flu. The
improvement is barely measurable, but it
is found in statements like that of William
O'Donnell that "No right-thinking student
would want a record with the police (as a
price of demonstrating)." Not so long ago
the statement would have been that no
right-thinking student would even demonstrate. Already it has become implicit--if
not obvious-that "right-thinkers" will
and do demonstrate with good reason.
Demonstrations will cease to disturb the
desires for serenity of the fat and complacent when the need for demonstrations has
ceased, not. when sufficiently suppressive
counter-measures have been imposed. Suppression can only exacerbate the situation
-making more violent the transactions
between suppressors and defenders of the
oppressed.
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''Now I know how Jackie Robinson must have felt .• !"

by Conrad
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I. F. Stone Hits
Viet War Cost
For years I. F. Stone has published his Weekly from
Washington, exposing government gaffes and policy blunders and, most notably in the case of the State Department's
1963 White Paper, "Aggression from the North," illuminating its deceptions and dishonesties. He has been acclaimed by editors all over the country and honored repeatedly in the nation's press. The following is a recent
example of the kind of reporting that has earned him his
reputation as a persistent gadfly.
Now that the bombing of North VietNam has ended, at
least temporarily, we phoned the Pentagon press office for
some figures on ~vhat it all cost. The Pentagon tries to hide
this by lumping aerial figures for both Viet Nams. The
figure which startled us most was for the total bomb tonnages dropped on VietNam, North and South, up until the
end of October (1968). This was given as 2,948,057 tons.
When we asked for comparative figures, we were told that
the total tonnage dropped in World War II was 2,057,244, the
grand total for both the European and Asian theatres. So
we dropped almost 50 per cent more bombs on Vietnam than
on aU Eurasia and the Pacific. The total dropped on Korea,
North and South, in the Korean War was 685,000. We have
dropped five times as much on Viet N am. We asked the Pentagon how to figure the cost and were told about 50 cents a
pound. This means the bombs alone cost about $8 billion.
When we aslced whethm· most of this was dropped on
North VietNam, we were told only about a fifth was drop~
peil on the North. So that would run to $600,000,000.
As of Oct. 29, we hail lost 914 fixeil wing aircraft ovm· the
North. (The combat losses in the South dut'ing the same
perioil ·were 815 fixed wing planes anil 906 helicopters.) An
attaclc or fighter plane (Jfl)erages about $2 million, a helicopter about $250,000. So you can adil another $2 billion
for planes and helicopters lost in combat ove1· the North.
That brings the total to $2,600,000,000 for the bombing of
the North.
•·
But that is not the whole sto1·y of plane l~sses. The1·e is
another category of air losses ?Wt due to g1·ound-to-ai1· o1·
air-to-air .fire. !his includes planes hit by morta1· fit·e,
damaged ~n acctdents, or lost in Viet Nam th?-ough othet·
causes. ~he grand total of these fo1· :both Viej;.Nan1,.~ is 1198
fixed ?mng and 1211,. helico]Jtm·s. These may be worth
roughly anothe1· $2 billion foJ' the fixed wing and another
$800 million [o1· the helicoptm·s. If half of this is allocate(],
to the ai1· wcw agairl..c;t the North, it tvould b1·ing the total
cost of the attacks on the North to $8,7liO,OOO,dOO.
, To this -:nu.st be adde(l the cost of P,ilots lost. The Penta~
gon has gwm~; ont a figwre of "·ntMe than" 450 pilots killed
or 1nissing in the ai1· wa1· ovet· the North. The memt cost
of tmining a modern comlmt pilot is $450,000. That would
aild another $~0~ n~illion to the cost, brin,qi1ig the total up
to almost $4 btllwn. Never was 1n01'e mone11 blown away in
a, more wiclced ca·use.
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The ~ew F?lk, a singing group associated with the Campus Crusade
for Christ, will appear at UNM on March 14. Student tickets are $1.

A 24-hour deadline
is in effect.

Possibility of Rioting
BySANDRASCHAUER
There is a possibility that there
may be student riots in France
again this year, said Lynn Hudson, Thunderbird editor.
Miss Hudson, who spent two
years at the American College in
Paris before coming to UNJ\1 this
fall, said there was no single
thing which started the French
student riots of late April and
early May last year. She was in
Paris during the rioting.
She said the riots were preceeded by Paris police occupying
a room at the Sorbonne because
of a student meeting to attempt
a reform in the educational system in France.
The University of Paris is a
community in itself and as such
is apa1•t from the city of Paris so
there is no precedent for the city
police coming in, said Miss Hudson.
"The French police are the
most brutal police I have ever
seen in my life," said Miss Hudson. "During the 1·iots you could
just be standing around doing
nothing and it was quite easy to
get hit over the head. They are
very many soldiers."
During the riots each faculty
(division) of the University of
Paris was taken over by a group
of students. A committee of students set up in each separate division in order to list the reforms
which they felt were needed for
the faculty, explained Miss Hudson.
French workers saw the student riots as an opportunity to
get higher wages and other advantages while they also "quickly
gained a good strong minority
support on the part of students
around during the riots," she
said.
"Towards the end of the riot·
ing the students lost a lot of support, especially in the Latin
Quarter where most of the rioting
occurred, because the people were
afraid of the damage to their
property," said Miss Hudson.
Miss Hudson said that at first
she felt the students were being
extremely irrational. "Then, I felt
that this was the only way that
(continued on page 4)

WHATJS YOUR HANG~UP?
ARE YOU THE EFFECT OF
IT?
WILL IT GET WORSE?
IS A CHANGE NEEDED?
DO YOU WANT TO
IMPROVE?
Improve through the
application of
Scientology data.

l

'(

T

Scientology Works.
For free information
contact
Scientology Albuquerque
613 San Mateo NE, 256·0880
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Sunday, Feb. 23
UNJ\1 NROTC Clippel'B: spring rush
party from 2.. 4 p.m.; all interested women
undergrnUuntes at UNM are invited to
attend.
Movie, "Blow..Up;" Union Theater; 6
and 9 p.m.; admission 50 cents •
MondaY. Feb. 24
Poetry reading by Lewis McAdams and
William Pearlman; 8:15 p.m., Union
theatrej open to the public nud free.
uMan About Campus" interview with
Paula Fielding, Town Club; on ICUNM at

2 :20 p.m. nnd 9 :40 p.m.

, Broadway play "The Apple Tree"; Pope..

JOY

Hull; 8 :11i p.m.

ta plante
qalleQy

vl9~-~-~~~~

better than a trip
to Old Mexico

~

WHERE YOU LISTEN
BEFORE YOU BUY

l~l~~~~~~~'tlll~

In France This Summer
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I

Cites Cost of Bombing
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There are signs that New Mexico legislators are not content with the small-time,
relaxed pace of state affairs, and their compensation for this lack of excitement may
be seen in some of their legislative proposals.
.
The current legislative session has in
the last month received proposals for two
remarkable bills, a "Public Property Usage" act and a "Public Facilities Entry"
bill. It has also passed a "Riot Control
Act," which suspends civil liberties in the
event of a declaration of a state of emergency by the governor.
What is most remarkable about these
bills is that they all represent an incredible
waste of the .legislature's time-they are
in each case, reactions to disorders i~
other places and other times, and might be
more properly considered by the state legislatures of Wisconsin and California.
Unless our legislators have access to information that is forbidden to us that
shows a clear and present danger of imminent disorders of the kind that have
plagued other states, these bills may properly be thought of as products of wishful
thinking. And before we add two more
self-fulfillin&". prophecies to the laws of
New Mexico, we would suggest a careful
consideration of the need, if any, for such
~egislatio~. Even more important, perhaps,
IS the attitude about youth revealed by the
unanimous approval the house gave the
"Public Facilities Entry Act," or anti-sit-in
bill.
For there is a curious and serious contradiction between the perception of a need
for deterring the state's college students
from sit-in demonstration,s (for such is the
avowed purpose of the bill) and statements
about the "fine" quality of the state's college students by the bill's sponsor. If New
Mexico's schools really possess such "sterling reputations" and its students are really such fine people concerned only with
degrees and professions-and not with disruptive ideas like social welfare and reform-then what is the need for such
laws?
The anti-sit-in bill is adapted from the
New Mexico State University Regents'
policy on the same subject, and is being
offered to the rest of the state by William
O'Donnell, an ex-Aggie administrator who
obviously thinks it has saved NMSU from
all kinds of disorder.l3ut who seriously expects students at NMSU to seize the administration building, with or without
Roger Corbett inside it?
By contrast, the university voted time
after time by the state's press and politi-

Announccmento by

the UNM community will be accepted
at The Lobo office.

''"······;;;;~~-~~;~R j~j""~oo·'":

Makers of Hand
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN
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Individuals majoring in Computer Science, Engineering (Electrical, Mechanical
or Industrial), Mathematics, and Physics will be interviewed by Collins Radio
Company.
March 5, 1969

~
,,rl

Some facts about Collins:

i'

1.

Collins pioneered many of today's data techniques and recently announced a
computer-controlled design and manufacturing service for customers.

2. The company ranks as the largest independent producer of microwave systems.

3.

More than 75tfo of the commercial airlines use navigation/communication equipment supplied by Collins.

4.

The co111pany designs and installs computer systems for the military and for
_railroads, airlines and many other industrial organizations.

5.

Collins serves as the prime contractor on NASA's worldwide Apollo tracking
network.

6.

The company is recognized as one of the world's leading manufacturers of
commercial broadcast equipment.

l Coll!ns received the first contract awarded to a single company to design, equip
and build an earth station for satellite communications.

Contact your College Placement Bureau for
additional information.
an equal oppot•tunity employer

~

COLLINS

~

FREE LECTURES WEEKLY

\

'
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Against Ohio College Regents

Youth Departmen,!

Protesting Students, Professors Join Forces
ATHENS, Ohio (CPS)-For the
first time in memory, students at
all of Ohio's ten state universities
and colleges have joined to fight
their state government on an educational issue. And for the first
time student13 are being encouraged in their protest efforts by
their schools' administratigns.
The issue is a recently announced program by the Ohio
Board of Regents, the government committee which sets policy for universities receiving
state financial assistance. If ac. cepted by the state legislature,
the Regents' program would reduce state subsidies to out-ofstate students drastically and impose stiff fee hikes on all student::;.

la ptante
qalleay
(\\'<.>"n~

next to the Lobo Theater)

State government subsidies to
out-of-state student13 presently
total about $825 per student each
year. That subsidy would be reduced ~5 per cent by next year,
50 per cent the following year,
and 95 per cent the year after
that. The reduction would in time
probably eliminate almost all outof-state students from Ohio.
There is also fear that such a
severe reduction in the financing
of out-of-state students would
bring about retaliation from
neighboring states who would
drop their out-of-state subsidies,
too.
In recent years Ohio has exported slightly more students
than it has imported. Ohio University at Athens and Miami University -at Oxford have the largest percentages of out-of-state
enrollees, each averaging 20 per
cent from outside of Ohio. At
Ohio University this includes
about 3500 students and at
Miami about 2250 students.
Many fear Ohio's action may
start a financial "isolationism"

ball rolling which would force University administrators have
students throughout the midwest vigorously denied the accusation.
The Regents have also proposed
to remain in their native states
for college. In addition to the a special grants program to help
subsidy reduction, the Regents' lessen the tuition burden on stuplans include stiff tuition increases for both resident and out-ofstate students. Only two months
aft!).r a fee increase was approved
for the present academic year, the
Regents called for· an increase for
next year.
Ohio University President Vernon Alden, as well as officials of
the other state universities, has
condemned the Regents' proposals as a major step toward putting state education financially
out of reach of the average stuFilm Festival
dent. Alden maintains it would
A mathematics department film
benefit the university system
festival
will be presented on Frineither financially nor culturally day, Feb.
21, at 3:15 p.m. in
to eliminate out-of-state students.
Mitchell Hall 202.
The state finance director and · The festival consists of 13 short
the Regents, who have consider- films on various topics in calculus.
able backing in the predominantly T h e mathematics department
Republican legislature, have sug- would like to decide which films
gested that qualified Ohio resi- to buy, and has invited everyone
dents are being turned away to to come and criticize.
allow non-Ohio students admission into the state universities.
Marine Corps

Might Be Formed

dents with parents of low income.
But the proposal is linked to a
one per cent retail revenues tax
which few educators believe the
Ohio Legislature will pess.
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WASHINGTON (CPS)-Legislation will be introduced this session in Congress to establish a
cabinet-level D e p a r t m e n t of
Youth Affairs.
The bill, sponsored by Claude
Pepper (D-Fla.), also calls for an
Office of Youth Participation in
the department.
Pepper's bill would transfer
the Peace Corps, VISTA, and the
National Teacher Corps to the

new department.
Speaking in Congress last week,
Rep. Pepper said we were passing
through a "troubled and troubling
period in our history . . ." He
spoke of youths who "have gone
so far as to take to the streets in
protest and virtually lay seige to
college and university campuses."
He added that the country's
young people need a spokesman;
"Too many young Americans are

losing faith in a government they
view as unresponsive to the ideas
and ideals of youth."
Speaking out on the same topic
in True, The Man's Magazine,
Lyndon Johnson said in an interview with Peter Ligasor that he
failed to gain . the trust of the
nation's young people, primarily
because the public was not directly involved in making decisions
about the Viet Nam war.

'
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The
TRIANGLE LOUNGE
announces the
opening of their
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DOWNSTAIRS

The Ad Hoc Committee on the
Improvement of Instruction has
announced that classes will be
canceled on Tue1lday, April 15 for
the purpose of examining the
teaching-learning pro c e s s at
UNM.
April 15 represents the first
systematic step in a planned
series of efforts to produce improvements in UNM as a teaching institution.
The day will involve discussions between faculty, students,
administrators, alumni, and members of the Board of Regents aimed at identifying problems in instructional procedures on campus
in an attempt at recommending
short and long term solutions. A
report to the faculty will follow
careful analysis of the information received.
A meeting is scheduled for
Wednesday, Feb. 26 in room 101
of Mitchell Hall to organize task
force1l to work on various facets
of the program. Members from all
UNM departments and student
organizations are invited to attend the meeting.

room of the Albuquerque Sunport.
Featured speaker at the annual
luncheon, which commemorates
the founding of the UNM chapter, will be Nancy Cook, alumnae
vice-president.
Plaques will be presented to
the outstanding pledge, outstanding senior, and senior with the
highest grade point average.
The Van Solon award, a $25
bond, will be given to the outstanding junior.

DRAW BEER

OPEN
9A.M~-????

~

SCHLITZ ON TAP

tJUA
A

Drive-Thru
Restaurant

1830 Lomas N.E.

French Rioting
Poss·ibility Again

F. Clark Howell, a University
of Chicago professor of anthropology, will lecture Monday, Feb.
24, at 8:30 p.m. in Anthropology
101 on "Earliest Hominids in East
Africa.''
.
Howell is recognized as an
autliority on early Africa, and in
1963 co-edited "African Ecology
and Human Evolution.''

(Continued from page 3)
students could bring attention to
a system where the percentage of
the working classes admitted to
the colleges is very low compared to the higher classes," she said.
"There is a good deal of antiAmericanism in France. Americans, when they go abroad are
probably the most impolite and
short-sighted people who ever go
abroad.
"The French are used to living
in history-used to arguing about
it and hating it and loving it.
Americans are willing to admire
almost anything in Europe and
criticize it at the same time."

Navy ROTC C(ippers
The UNM NROTC Clippers are
having their spring rush parties
Sunday, Feb. 23, from 2-4 p.m.
and Tuesday, Feb. 25, from 3:304:30 p.m.
All interested women undergraduates at UNM ate invited to
attend. There is no military obligation.

Commemorate
Founding
The Gamma Omicron chapter
of Kappa Alpha Theta sorority
will hold its Founders Day luncheon Saturday, Feb. 22 in the Sun-

ALBUQUERQUE15

Only On Friday
2nd Big Party
Hey Students! This is no lonely hearts' club - These are parties for swingers
and people who want to meet swingers.
Come out and soe how Mrke Hamilton; UNM Class of '66 and Ray Mechenbler,
UNM Class of '68 throw a party.

OPEN
·10 A.M.
DAILY

Tacos
Tostadas
Frijoles
Burt'os
Chiliburgers

3 Cocktail Bars- Dancing 8:30p.m. - 1:30 a.m.

.I,
·I

i

•j

.·..;;

Summer Institute
Interviews for Marine Corps"
A
summer institute in the
officer training will be held by
teaching
of science to disadvantMajor Joseph H. White, USMC,
aged
secondary
school students
at the USMC Office in the ROTC
will
be
offered
at
New
Mexico InBldg. on Tuesday, Feb. 25.
·
stitute
of
Mining
and
Technology.
White will interview both male
The funds are available to proand female students who arc interested in a commission in the vide 32 science teacher participants \vith $75.00 a week plus an
U.S. Marine Corps.
The Marine Corps offers train- allowance for dependents.
Applicants must have had two
ing during the summer for underyears
or more experience in
graduates, called the Platoon
teaching
science at the secondary
Leaders Class, which will qualify
Up
to eight credit hours
level.
students for a commission upon
graduation from college. Gradu- may be earned at the institute.
ates and seniors may apply for The credit may be applied toward
Officer Candidate School which a Master of Science.
Junior and senior high school
results in a commission as a secinterested in applying
teachers
ond lieutenant after ten-weeks of
for
the
institute
should address
training.
inquiries
to
Dr.
C.
R. Keizer, AsJunior and Senior Woman Officer Candidate Courses, composed sistant Dean; New Mexico Tech;
of a seven-week summer training Campus Station; Socorro, New
session held at Quantico, Vir. are Mexico, 8'7801, no later than April
6, 1969.
also offered.
For advance information about
Recruiting Office
the Marine Corps Officer ProA
new
air force :recruiting office
grams, write to Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer, 912 Com- will open at 2214 Central S.E.
merce S t r e e t, Dallas, Texas, Monday through Friday from 10
. a.m. to 4 p.m.
75202.
Anthropologist
To Speak

-1

Banish loneliness forever! Just mix and match these skillfully designed parts until
you find the combination that reminds you of someone you haven't phoned recently.
(And you thought you didn't have anyone to call.)

Interviews

Classes Cancelled
Tuesday, April 15

,.
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Navy ROTC Program
The UNM Naval ROTC unit is
presently asking eligible students
to consider applying for the twoyear Contract NROTC Program.
Eligibility includes a "C" or
better scholastic average, two or
more years of under-graduate or
gradaute work remaining, and
satisfactory results of a background check.
Completion of such studies
leads to a commission in the
Navy or Marine corps.
All interested men can contact
the Naval ROTC unit in the old
stadium building, or telephone
277-4501 or 277-4401 no later than
Friday, Feb. 28.

Opera Applications
Applications for the 1969 San
Francisco Opera auditions will be
accepted until Saturday, March
15.
Entry blanks may be obtained
from Mrs. W. W. Maercklein,
3456 South Clayton Blvd., Englewood, Colorado, 80110. Auditions
are open to women between the
ages of 20 and 32 and men from
22-34.
Black Panther Huey N'ewton's
fight for freedom goes on. Attorney Charles Garry filed a brief
Jan. 14 requesting that Newton
be set free while courts consider
his appeal. Garry contends that
the trial judge erred in refusing
Newton bail on grounds that he
would be a danger to the community if set free. Newton was
convicted Sept. 8, 1968 o£ voluntary man-slaughter and sentenced
to 15 years.

Cocktail Hour 7:30-8:30 p.m.

Mountain States Telephone@

See You ~riday, Feb. 21 1 1969
at the Hilton Hotel 2nd & Copper NW- Come Early
Sorry, you must b1>
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athletics.
That's because the U of A will
be cancelling its entire athletic
program in the spring because of
mounting financial deficits. The
school itself will exist, but the
athletic program is due for ob-

KOPY- KORNER

.... ""Qq ....
"o

""Qq

for UNM Students only
'"o.o;.._. -..F.
For Theses; 100% Cotton Fibre-Cockle (as Required)
v41,i. Qlf
XEROX COPIES 8~ each-No Minimum
..._
247-4406

Lobby-5imms Building Downtown, 4th & Gold

When the U of A started its
growth from one of the state's
smallest colleges to one of university status, coach Ernie Smith
was instrumental in making the
school known.
He took a mediocre basketball
team, and transformed it into one

Feeling A Little Shaggy?
.

livion.
When Coach Ernie Smith's
Dons end their home season Friday in Civic. Auditorium, the uniforms will be folded up and put
in storage until a date nobody
can foretell. And when the season is over (they'll have one more
game plus a chance for the Dist.
7 National Association of Intercollegiate AthIe tics (NAIA)
playoffs) about 12 promising basketball players wiU be looking
elsewhere to play.
It is sad this had to happen.

Try

Ben7s Barber Shop
and Hair Styling

Students Ill
for u ~~~
or dsopping? fa! at

Razor~Cuts

(across from the Triangle)
2914 Central S.E.

OPEN 24 HOURS
105 Central N.W. W-8626

255-4371

Popejoy

HaU

CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE

presents

w~~~~
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la plante gallery
Fur;t things from
OldMexico
3009 Central N.E.

~
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Blow Yourself
Up

PRODUCING MANAGERS' COMPANY
.....t AMERICAN THEATRE PRODUCTIONS

rom

ewe~

TO POSTER SIZE

2ft. X 3ft.

[{OSEP1ARY

PRINZ

Send any

Bloc~

and While or Color

Photo, also any newspaper or mage·
zinc photo. W c will send you a 2 ft. x
3 fl. BLQ.UP.•• pcrlcct POP ART poster.

A$25

value for
3ft. x 4 ft. Blo-Up ••••••• $7.50

Pholo Jir:saw Puule $lS 0
1 ft. X 1V. ft.
.

Send any. B & W or c:olor photo. Moiled
in 40 easy to assemble ..piece'-

The three liveliest, loveliest mu·
sicals of the year. Each exhilarat.
ing on Its own terms and rarely
has theater entertainment been
mare fruitful. Let's face it. three

wiZit

WI&

fiMCKENZIE

musicals-and such musicals-for
the price of one is the greatest
innovation in the musical theater
since plots, not to mention one of
the best b,argains. Each has its own
author, its awn story, its own style,
its own overture and its own everything else. They do share the
talents of composer Jerry Back,
lyricist Sheldon Hamlck, director
Mike Nichols and quite a few
others, backstage and on .stage •••
These remarkable people move
Ht1111:111 Haieiswiftly with something comic ...
Wetlf lnnul
satirical, tender or pleasant every
Trl!Hrne
minute. You'we seldom seen evi·
deuces of so much and· so ·varied
talent In-one theater. Magic.

Monday, Tuesday~Feb. 24, 25-8:15 P.M.
Tickets 5·50, 5.oo, 4.50, 4.oo, 3.50
Students with Activity Cards-~ price

ing 9.05 in floor exercise. Smith's
52.30 average in the all-around is
ASU's best and is 1.81 points better than Lobo Jim Hruban's
50.49. In short, Robinson turned
out some excellent gymnasts in
his days at Old Aurora High.
But aside ; from four common
acquaintances; the Lobos and the
Sun Devils have very little in
common when it comes to gymnastics. ASU has had a mediocre '
4-2 season while UNM has. beaten just about everybody that is
anybody in college gymnastics
this year.
The Lobos pulled off the week
that was in college gymnastics
last weekend when they beat the
small college and major college
defending champions in a streak
of terror through California.
Coach Rusty Mitchell's charges
edged out small college champion
San Fernando Valley State 157.365-156.60 on Friday and then
walked on California and everybody else entered in the UCLA
Classic Saturday night. The Lobes finished with 157.70, California had 153.90, SFVS 152.05,
Southern Cal 150.10, and host
UCLA 142.30,
WAC statistics released before
the Lobes' California blitzkrieg
showed New, Mexico gymnasts
with 30 of the top 48 individual
performances in conference competition this year. Barring major
disaster, the Lobes should maintain that pace right through the
WAC championships and maybe
into NCAA competition in the
spring.
Leading the way in the Lobos'
nearly unbelievable performance
this season is sophomore Stormy
Eaton who is averaging 9.45 in
the floor exercise.
Eaton is well supported by
such s t a n d out averages as
Royce's 9.05 in floor exercise,
Tom Galioto's 9.35 in side horse,
Bob Manna's 9.1 in high bar,
Dyas 9.0 in high bar, Rich McConnell's 9.0 in long horse, and
three 9.0 men in the still rings in
Ray Mondragon, Hruban, and
Dave Carriere.

DyasF/ies

Mike Dyas, shown here in
iiigitt oif the high bar, wili be
in action when the Lobos meet
ASU in a dual contest tomorrow
night.

Swimmers Seeking Wins
Against: Arizona Tankers

,,

PATRONIZE LOBO
ADVERTIZERS

Born In The 40's
We are forming a young adult Mixed Bowling league for you and your age group.

Starting Date: Feb. 25 - 8:45 p.m.

Coach Bob Barney's Lobo swimming team will be going after its
second and third conference victories of the season this weekend
when it travels to Arizona for
dual meets with Arizona and
Arizona State.
New Mexico meets Arizona today at 2 p.m. and Arizona State
tomorrow at 11 a.m.
Weekend Split
The Lobos were drubbed by
Colorado State University 72-41
last Friday, but bounced back and
handed the Wyoming Cowboys a
28 point defeat, 66-38, the next
night in Laramie. New Mexico is
currently 3-4 on the season with
only one dual meet remaining after this weekend's action.
Sprinter Bob Milne picked up
wins in the 100 yard free-style in
both duals last weekend with a
48.8 clocking against Colorado
State and a 49.3 against Wyoming. Diver Paul Mundorff also
scored two victories in the one
meter diving with a 266.80 and a
254.60.
.
Both Arizona schools have had
their troubles this season. ASU
has a mediocre 2-2 record while
Arizona bas not been able to get
into the win column yet this season and is currently 0-5.
Tough Slate
Coach Barney this year scheduled one of the toughest slates a
Lobo swimming team has ever
come up against.
New Mexico opened its season with a meet against the Red
Raiders from Texas Tech and bas
since gone against the liklls of the
Air Force Academy, Brigham

I
I
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on Harper, and the rest is his- and ready for Arizona State on
By JOHN MOSER
Saturday afternoon in Tempe.
tory.
TUCSON - Arizona handed
If the guys even stay on the
New Mexico had its troubles at
UNM its fifth WAC loss of the
court
in that one it's a real tribute
season, 77-75, in one of the most the foul line, hitting only 15 of
to
their
moral fiber,
26
for
a
57.7
per
cent,
while
Ari;agonizing ballgames ever witnessed by Lobo fans in Bear Down zona had 19 of 30 for 63.3. The
Lobos beat the Wildcats in field
Gym last night.
The Lobes were in it, out of it, goals, 30-29.
Stretch Howard was magni- ARIZONA
in it again, and finally out of it
pf
tp
fg
ft-a
r
ficent
in defeat. Big Greg put Jim Ha.llsen
at the buzzer.
12
5 2-2
0
0
24
8
8-8
4
2
Arizona is now 4-4 in the WAC, moves coming out of his jockey Mickey Foster
1
1-3
4
3
3
Bill Warner
16-9 on the season and will be shorts past the 'Cats all evening Eddie
Meyers
8
1-3
4
4
7
enroute
to
his
25
points,
13
re5 4-4
4
8
14
Tom Lee
shoo-in for the WAC crown if
Walt McKinney
2
1-3
1
a 5
they manage to get by their final bounds performance.
4
1-6
3
3
1l
John Harbour
John Ugrin
1
1-1
0
2
3
two ballgames. The Lobos, 15-8
Foster Leads Attack
Team
7
on the season, will now have to
Bill Foster led the 'Cat attack
20 >77 ~
29 19-30 27
Totals
be considered out of it with a 2-5 with eight field goals and a per- NEW MEXICO
3
15
Petie Gibson
7
1·1
2
conference mark.
fect 8 for 8 from the foul line Ron
Becker
5
2-4
4
18
5
2
Ron
Sanford
2
3-7
6
7
for 24 points.
Foul With :12
Greg Howard
10 5-7
13
3
25
first
half
appeared
sloppy
The
Steve Shropshire 4
2·5
2
3
11
TJA's John Harbour was fouled
3
WiUie Long
1 1-2
8
3
by George Maes with :12 seconds for both teams. The Lobes were Lenny
Lopez
G 0-0
0
3
0
frigid
from
the
free
throw
line,
left with the score at 76-75 and
2
Dave Culver
1 0-0
0
0
Gem"ge
lila""
0
0-0
0
1
0
sank the first one-and that was hitting 9 of 17 to Arizona's 16 of
Terun
13
22, and still were only three points
all they needed.
Totals
30 15-26 48
23
75
Fieid goaj perccni;age-Ariwnn.: .29 of 61
The Lobes grabbed the board behind, 42-39, at halftime.
56.9; New Mexico: 30 of 61 for 49.2.
The Lobos were in foul trouble for
and desperately worked for the
Turnovers: New Mexico 14-, Arizona. 18
last shot, with Lenny Lopez forc- all night and at one point in the
ing a 14-footer with :4 seconds second half had no less than six
left that didn't come close. The men with three fo$ each. They
BLOW-UP
ball went out of bounds with one finished the night with 23 fouls
second showing on the clock. All to 20 for Arizona.
Your
Arizona had to do was throw it
ASU Tomorrow
in, and that's all they did.
The Lobos, really down after
Mind
The lead changed hands 26 the game, will now have to some~
times in this typical WAC thriller how get their sagging spirits up
which not only sapped the
strength and heart out of the
Saturday
players-but fans, too.
Arizona really helped its cause
by breaking open a 68-67 game
PLACITAS
with 7: 07 remaining to a 76-67
game with 2:42 on the clock. The
JOHN WILSON
Lobos just went cold.
Folk and 1;\luegr?SS
'Cats Gi» Wild
Eddie Meyers hit a jumper,
Bill Warner a layup, Walt McKinney a lay-in, and John Harbour another lay-in in the 'Cats
spree.
But the Lobos didn't say no.
Ron Becker hit a set shot, Stretch
a one-and-one on a foul by War( 12 oz. Draw)
ner and it was 76-71.
The 'Cats went into the stall
at 1:52, but due to the pressure
zone trap by Beck and Co., were
Happy Hour
forced into a backcourt violation
at 1:08.
tonight
5-6 p.m.
Becker made it 76-73 with an 18
S-6·
p.m.
tonight
foot set at 58 seconds and Arizona went back into the stall.
After an exchange of turnovers, Petie Gibson drove all the
way in for a 14 footer with :14
left, to make the score a heartstopping 76-75.
Maes Fouls Harper
Maes then committed his foul

I
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With an even record of 11-11,
the University of Utah Redskins
will bid farewell to: Einar Nielsen
Fieldhouse with the final two
games of the season this week.
Utah won a pai'r of "biggies"
last week over Arizona and Arizona State to take sole possession
of second place il} the Western
Athletic Confeterioo title race, a
single game behind league leading
Brigham Young.
A win by the Rcdsldns would
put them in a tie for the lead with
a mere two confe1·ence games remaining against Wyoming and
New Mexico, both games on the
road. The Utes IUHI Cougars will
t1•ade opponents in the final two
games o:f the season.

gifts tnat arc
a little different

3010 Eubank NE
For mora Information
call 298-5583
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THUNDERBIRD PRESENTS:

Young, Utah, and New Mexico
State.
After its last dual meet of the
season against Denver on Feb. 28,
New Mexico heads back to Albuquerque for its own New Mexico
Invitational on March 1. The
WAC Championships are scheduled for March 6-8 at Fort Collins, Colo.
The Lobos had little trouble
with the Arizona schools last season, blasting Arizona 78-29 and
beating Arizona State 68-24. The
Wolfpack finished 2-3 in conference play last season and an even
5-5 overall.
Top performers for the Lobos
this season have been Milne, defending WAC champion in the 50
and 100 yard free-styles, and senior Jon Mayhew and sophomore
Steve Craven in the butterfly
events. Milne holds school records
in the 50 (22.0) and the 100
(48.1).

10c BEER

1000 Point Club
That exclusive 1000-point basketball club at Wyoming is becoming not so ritzy. Not that it's
any easier to join. It's just that
Cowboy basketball players are
getting more prolific as time goes
on.
Only two men scored 1000 or
more points during their careers
in the first 41 years of Poke basketball. Since then, five other
men have written their names in
Cowboy cage history, and Carl
Ashley needs only 52 points to
crash the club.

Vital Games

3009 CENTRAL N .It.

Eu-Can Bowl

I
I

Oh, Crumbl

Lobo Gymnasts Try
When UNM and Arizona State
(ASU) face off in a dual Western
Athletic Conference gymnastics
meet tomorrow night in Johnson
Gym, four old prep school acquaintances will be reunited. But
when they see each other this
time, it will be from opposing
benches.
The meet is scheduled for 7 :30
p.m. Students will be admitted
with athletic I.D. cards. Admission is $1 for adults and 50 cents
for children.
Two Lobo gymnasts, high bar
specialist Mike Dyas and floor
exercise artist Jim Royce, and
ASU all-around man Dan Smith,
competed together on the high
school gymnastics team in Aurora, Colo. Their coach was Don
Robinson, who is now ASU's head
coach.
Dyas is averaging 9.04 on the
high bar while Royce is averag-

1
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In WAC Conference Ga.me

finals but lost out 81-71 to hometown Rockhurst College. "
These accomplishments may
seem trivial to the Lobo fan oriented into the brand of basketball
WAC teams play. But remember,
they came with a small school
(enrollment about 1500) with a
very limited financial budget.
There was a time when the U
of A thought it could beat New
Mexico, but it never got the
chance. That was when the 1965
team made it to the quarterfinals
in Kansas City. Don fans hoped
to be put on the Lobo schedule
the previous year but were ignored in the process. It would
have been an exciting contest.
Prior to 1967, the school was
known as the College of St. Joseph on the Rio Grande, or St.
Joe's, if you will. But in '67 the
school changed its name to the
University of Albuquerque, and
it has been that way ever since.

ASU Devils Tonight

Come Early!

-----,

-~-·

Arizona Takes 77-75 Win

Downtown

Featuring

8:45-6:00

making bids for the NAIA title.
He recruited well in the U.S., and
even picked up some players from
South America, to make the U of
A the pride of Dist. 7 in the mid60s.
But as the economic graph of
progress zig-zagged its way up
and down the chart, the team's
winning and losing seasons did
also. As the calendar closer approached 1969, Smith found his
recruitment ·funds dwindling and
couldn't get the top-notch players
he wanted. This year he faces the
fact of ending the season below
the .500 mark~something the
Dons haven't done since the beginning of the decade.
During his tenure at the Don
helm, Smith has won three Dist.
7 championships, and taken his
team to the NAIA playoffs in
Kansas City, Mo. three times, His
1965 team made it to the quarter-

,.

,,
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Dons Meet Grand Canyon in Farewell Tilt
By MIKE PERRY
This Friday night when the
University of Albuquerque (U of
A) takes the floor against Grand
Canyon College of Phoenix in a
basketball game, fans will bid
goodbye to an era of Duke City

___ _

Need Glasses?
Prescriptions filled-Repair service
-free Glasses AdjustmentComplete Assortment of Frames
Filled to Your Prescription
Prescription Sunglasses
24 HOUR SERVICE AVAILABLE

CASEY OPTICAL
. Next door to Casey's Your Drug Stare
255-6325'
4312 Lomas NE

r,.unf.."J B,...n
"-V

I

'-'1 I

Fish Dinner Special
EVERY FRI., 9 a.m. to 1 a.m.

toast.

ONLY49c

Eat in our large dining room or take it home

Michei©Jrrog®~@ Airuif©llfilO©Uilo 's
first English language film.
starring

V(gneS$©J ~®~~r@~®

r:N ~ f1Y0Dnn.:_. GJ ~ ~
.--.lclll•hlllltr----=~:::::~~::-··~·~ 'tJU \~ t!Y
rJ..

2400 Central SE Across From Campus
We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340
Don't Forget
Every Sat. & Sun. Hamburgers 15¢ or 10 for $1.25

S.U.D. Throtr~
Snt. 7 & 10
"O"
Sun.6&9
u,
I.D. Required

co~slorring

David Hemmings
Sarah Miles

I COLOR I
A Premtor Production• Co, Inc. Reteaoo

IRecommended for mature audiences I
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To Replace Arts & Science Head

In Student Rights and Curriculum Reform Areas

Advisory Committee Seeks New Dean

Mannie Wright To ~nlarge NSA Activities
By SHANNON ROBINSON
National Student Association
(NSA) coordinator Manu e I
Wright said he will enlarge local
NSA activities into the areas of
curriculum reform and student

' '

Mannie Wright

rights, and "help UNM students
develop a consciousness of our
basic problems."
"Phil Ingram, former NSA co.
ordinator for UNM, told me,"
said Wright, "that we already
have the things students are
working for and we don't need
any of the political ideas of
NSA." Wright disagrees.
"Local NSA has been sponsor·
ed by students who are fright·
ened by the words 'student pow·
er,' and who have complained
about apathy when the real prob·
lem is alienation," Wright said.
"These students have been content to limit their activities to
funding ski trips and going to the
NSA congress to sit and watch."
"I plan to continue the NSA
services available to UNM students,'' said Wright, "but as NSA
coordinator I can serve a greater
function."
Wright plans to challenge the
national accrediting team which
will visit UNM next month.
"Students who have been work-

ing for educational reform and
have been ignored by professors
and the administration will confront the accreditors. They will
tell it like it is and make positive
recommendations for educational
reform," said Wright ..
Wright -plans a movement to
get meaningful .evaluation of
their own work by students,
which he hopes might eventually
replace grades. The Ford Foundation gives yearly grants to
NSA for research in curriculum
reforms.
He also favors a "Support the
Campus Police" drive to encourage a crack down on reckles/J
driving on campus. "We could
also urge campus police to lock
up their firearms," said Wright.
"Students should be kept informed as to what their rights are
in regard to arrest. This will
mean cooperation with the American Civil Liberties Union."
NSA is placing a new emphasis
on student organization in their
own ghetto--the university, said

For Prospective Teachers

I

Sixty-five organizations have
scheduled dates to interview prospective teachers during M;arch at
the UNM placement center.
Students and alumni can reserve a time for an interview by
contacting the Placement Center.
The March schedule is:
Monday, March 3 - Calexico,
Calif.; Orange, Calif; ~oulder,
Colo.
Tuesday, March 4 - Boulder,
Colo.
Wednesday, March 5 - Anaheim,
Calif.; El Monte, Calif.; Trona,
Calif.
.
• Thursday, March 6-Caochella,
Calif.; Compton, Calif.
Friday, March 7 -- La Mesa,
Calif.; Merced, Calif.; Los Alamos.
Monday, March 10 - Tucson,
Ariz.; Anaheim, Calif. (Magnolia
school district); Castro Valley,
Calif.; El Monte, Calif. (Mountain
View School District); Poway,
Calif.; Rio Linda, Calif; Riverside, Calif.; Tustin, Calif.
Tuesday, March 11 - Bloom-'
ington, Calif. (Colton joint unified school district); Fullerton,
Calif.; Livermore, Calif.; Rose-·
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WANT ADS
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini·
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad iB to
run fiVe or more consecutive days. with
no changes the rate is reduced to lie
per word ad. the minimum number of
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made in
full prior to insertion of advertisement.
WHERE: Journalism Bulldi~>g. Room
159, afternoons preferably or mail
Clasaltled Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

mead, Calif. (Garvey school dis'trict).
Wednesday, March 12--Morgan
Hill, Calif.; Ojai, Calif.
Thursday, March 13--Anchorage, Alaska; Anthony, N.M.
(Gadsen independent schools).
Friday, March 14--San Diego,
Calif.; Anchorage, Alaska.
Monday, March 17-Bakersfield,
Calif.; Corona, Calif.; Los Angeles, Calif.; Richmond, Calif.;
San Jose, Calif. (East Side Union
high school district); Denver,
Colo.; Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Albuquerque.
Tuesday, March 18---Azusa,
Calif.; Richmond, Calif.; Rowland
Heights, Calif.; Wasco, Calif.;
Denver, Colo.
Wednesday, March 19 - Oakland, Calif.; Ukiah, Calif.
Thursday, March 20-Glendale,
Calif.; Lancaster, Calif.; Salinas,
Calif.; Santa Maria, Calif.; Fort
Worth.
·
Friday, March 21 - Glendale,
Calif.; Redwood City, Calif.; Taos,
N.M.
Monday, March 24-Corcoran,
Calif.; Cypress, Calif.; El Paso,
Tex.
Tuesday, March 25 - Lompoc,
Calif.; U.S. Forest Service, Albuquerque, N.M.; El Paso, Tex.
Wednesday, March 26- Albuquerque.
Thursday, March 27 - Sunnymead, Calif. (Moreno Valley unified school district); Albuquerque.
Friday, March 28--Snowflake,
Ariz. (Elementary school district
No. 5); La Canada, Calif.; Sacramento, Calif. (Grant joint union

LOST&FOUND
·:,osT-set of keys on a Harrah'e Tahoe
Chain, Call 243-4060.
MISCELLANEOUS
RIDEl NEEDED-from & to Santa Fe. At
UNM 9 :00·4:30 MWF. Calf 983-2676
or
.. Kabaroeddin, Geology Department.
.

PERSONALS
l:~E:EDED: 3 girls to aharc house, near
UNM.. Call 265·4986.
,ARTISTS AND VfRITEitS. THUNDERDlRD needs your work. Deadline Feb. 28.
Bring to rm 168, Journalism Bldg.
SERVICES
INEXPENSIVE
· hut TOP QUALITY
TYPING by matcrnall•ed Executive
Secretary. Campus Delivery possible.
?.66·6129.
T'Yl'lNG-Reasouable-Call Mary Ann344·8761.
FQRRENT

NEED ROOMATES: Free furnished room.
321 W:vominll' SE. Call 268·3393 after
6:30 p.m.

Makers of Hand M11de
l~di"n Jewelry
OLDTOWN

89 Winrock Center

298-1828
Childrens' Books
Bargains

Ptetion and Nonfiction

Paperbacks

Central
Location
Only

·suNDAY
Special

high school district); Salinas,
Calif.; Santa Ana, Calif.; Albuquer.
Monday, March 31 - Monrovia,
Calif.

Is More Than
A Razor Blade

ABC
Unified School
District
Artesio, California

interviews at
Pla~ment Center
Feb. 28
Grades K-12

D T
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An unbiased, good compromiser
is being sought to become the new
dean of the college of arts and
science by an eight member advisory committee Dr. Frank
Logan announced recently.
Dr. Logan, chairman of the
committee, expressed the hope
that the new dean will not let
either the graduate or undergraduate programs "lie and rot." He
said the median course is by far
the best position for the dean of
the university's largest college.
The appointment of the new
dean will be made prior to September, 1969, "If someone from
. !outside this university is appointed, the selection must be
made within the next six weeks,"
Logan said. At present there are
100 nominees.
The selection of the new dean
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will be made with the approval
of the board of regents, various
arts and science department chairmen, and the faculty, Logan said.
Logan said the criteria being
used to select the new dean inelude:
• He should have made significant contributions in his own
field of study in order to set a
standard of scholarship for the
college.
• He should be able to "preserve a healthy balance among
the separate disciplines and he
must promote the dual commitment to teaching and research
in each of them."
• He should be aware of the
diversity of interests and needs
of the students within the college
of arts and science and be responsLve to them.

• He should reassess the curriculum frequently and organize
a faculty that will keep that curriculum alive.
• He should recognize the opportunities for "growth and improvement in the research, teaching, and service functions of the
college and should stimulate excellence in all of these."
• He should be aware of the
primary importance of this college to the university and exhibit
courage to act on his own decisions.
Hoyt Trowbridge, presently
dean of tl:!e collego r,f arts and
science, is resigning to resume
teaching in the English department.
The college of arts and science
comprises 17 departments with
combined faculty of 270 members.

Dr. Logan
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No. 84

Also Discusses Integrity, Appropriations

Heady Stresses Image-Consciousness
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President Heady

The tree of wife.

Imperial Wedding Bands by Columbia

gJ~Cf!J-C(6P.
JEWELERS
268-4480

(Across Menaul From Coronado)

~

gents, the legislature, newspapers,
and other organizations that "attack the University and try to
make its decisions."
The internal threats can come
from "disruptions of the University community by the University
community," said Heady.
"Integrity,'' said Heady, "is the
protection of the University in
the sense of its being able to conduct its educational mission without disruption.
Campus parking is going to be
a trouble spot for us," said
Heady. He listed three possible
solutions to the present lack of
space on campus: (1) acquire
more land, (2) build parking
structures, or (3) have parking
on the south campus and use a
shuttle sen-ice. He said the least
expensive would probably be to
run the shuttle service. "If we
have a parking structure, there
would be a fee,'' said Heady.
Recently, land-grant leader
Reies Tijerina said he wanted
all teachers in New Mexico to
speak both Spanish and English.
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Heady responds to this proposal.
"I think we must increase the
proportion of those who are bilingual and train more and help
those who are teachers now."
Heady said that at present a
program of teaching called the
Academic Year Institute is be•
ing set tip to train 40 teachers
in elementary schools over the
summer.
Connected with educational opportunities are UNM's admission
requirements. Heady said he does
not believe the University is being
discriminatory in its admission
policies by setting a minimum requirement for admission. "It
makes more sense to everyone
concerned to have admission requirements that operate so that
students who are unlikely to succeed do not have to go through
the trauma of getting admitted
and then failing." He added,
"That is the reason for the 'C'
requirement.
"The place that I think we
might experiment is a program to
identify those who are not ad-

missable, but could make it," he
said.
The role of the University concerning parietal rights was clarified by Heady. "I am in favor of
dissengagement of the University
coneen1ing students and nonacademic behavior," he said!,..
"If you ask me if any student
has the dght to do anything he
wants at the University, the answer is no," said Heady.
He continued, "There are regulations for group living that are
necessary. Those rules should be
in dominant use by the people
who are living there."
Heady commented briefly on
tuition, draft counseling, and
ROTC.
He said he has recommended to '
the legislature that they not increase tuition because there have
been several increases in the last
few years.
Heady said he bas not had a
chance to study the job of the new
draft counselor, Charles Daniels,
He said he thinks the University
(continued on page 4) -~
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Student
independence
and between Norwegian student comstrength is a characteristic of mittees, such as the budget comNorwegian higher education not mittee, and the ministry, ( equiffound in American colleges, says alent to our state legislature), lie/
Dr. Odd Grande, associate profes- said.
.
sor of sociology at UNM.
In other committee discussions,
Grande, a former member of Edward Benavidez, a member of
the faculty of the Oslo Statel Col- UNM's United Mexican-American
lege of Agriculture, made these Students (UMAS) and the Stuobservations in a speech to the dent Affairs comlnittee, introStudent Affairs Committee last duced a resolution asking that
week.
the Associated Student place more
"Incoming freshmen in Nor- cpltural relevance into Fiesta.
wegian col~eges are two years oldHe said that one of the reasons
er than incoming American fresh- for doing this is to show people
man and as a result their student from the east "what it's really all
government,s a~·e stronger and about."
more independent," Grande said.
The :resolution passed unaniHe said that student governments mously by the Student Affairs
make the decisions that the boa:rd Committee reads, "Fiesta should
of trustees and regents make in be in the spirit of the Mexican
most American colleges. Students tradition."
in Norwegian colleges are mo:re
The Studant Affairs Committe~
used to this system because they also passed unanimously a resoluco:me from high schools which tion asking that the Dean of Stualso have independent and power- dents take whatever action is
ful student governments, said necessary to alleviate the current
Grande.
mechanical difficulties involved in
There are direct negotiations eliminating women's hours.

When man first climbed down out of the tree, he
sought some means of binding his chosen to him.
Gradually the rope around her ankle gave way to
the symbolic "rope"' around her finger.

6609 MENUAL BLVD. N.E.

At a time when the legislature
is considering annual appropriations, UNM President Ferrel
Heady believes the University
should be image-conscious.
In a Feb. 20 interview, Heady
discussed UNM's image, integrity,
campus parking, bilingual teachers, broadening educational opportunities, parietal rights, tuition, admission policies, draft
counseling, and ROTC on campus.
Heady said the University
should be image-conscious because
(1) "UNM is the prime university in the state and the best. It
is also the bigegst in size so it is
focal"; and, (2) "There is activity
on this campus that the legislators
do not like. UNM is a little more
permissive and there are activists
and those concerned with social
problems. We have a big city
feeling,'' he added.
In his Nov. 9 inaugural address,
Heady said, "The University must
preserve its integrity from attackB from within and attacks
from without." He said external
threats can come from the Re-

Professor Compares
University Systems

Persona

W57 PLYMOUTH, 6 cYlinder Btandard,
radio, new scat covere. 282·3280.

:~EYSTONE Smm Movie Camera, Arl!'I!S
projector, aild screen $70. 299-4192.

.Good Compromiser Wanted

Free 10¢ Coke
With Fish Sandwich

FOR SALE
ii

l&M!l

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY

Interviews· Set For March
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Wright. NSA drafted a Student
Bill of Rights in conjunction with
the American Association of University Professors (AAUP). The
bill clarifies student rights and
has helped protect students from
arbitrary decisions by an administration and preserved due process; said Wright.

Student Affairs

Lobo Photo by Tony Lauderbaugh

Dr. Grande, se1:ond from left, spoke. before the Student Affairs
Committee Friday on the differences of international colleges.
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